1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Stress can have a drastic impact on the central nervous system and lead to the development of neurological and psychological pathologies. Better understanding the neurobiology of stress is a crucial step for the treatment of stress-related brain disorders, which are a leading cause of global disease burden ([@bib39]; [@bib6]). However, the effects of stress are difficult to study due to complex variations in the type of stressors, stress perception, as well as previous exposure to stressors ([@bib120]; [@bib181]; [@bib144]). In addition, gender, age and timing (e.g. time and/or duration of exposure) are important factors that can affect stress responses ([@bib99]). To study the neurobiological effects of stress, behavioral, physiological, genetic and cellular/molecular techniques in neuroscience have been extensively utilized. These techniques have developed substantial knowledge of how stress influences the brain, including the role that different brain systems play in stress response, genetic markers of susceptibility to stress, as well as stress-induced specific changes in neuronal morphology and brain region activity ([@bib115]; [@bib112], [@bib113], [@bib114]; [@bib99]; [@bib105]; [@bib177]; [@bib152]; [@bib11]; [@bib149]; [@bib148]; [@bib18]; [@bib155]; [@bib79]; [@bib151]; [@bib77]).

Although the approaches used in studies of stress effects on the brain have provided many advances, they frequently focus on measures of specific brain regions and lack a systems-level view of brain changes. Furthermore, these techniques are often difficult to translate into a clinical setting as the invasive nature of these methods make them undesirable or infeasible for use in humans. Meanwhile, the development of functional neuroimaging techniques has begun to act as an alternative to invasive measures and has become an important addition to the repertoire of tools used to assess the impact of stress on the brain.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), in particular, is commonly used to study brain-wide activity based on blood-oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD) signal, which is an indirect indicator of neuronal activity ([@bib95]). This non-invasive neuroimaging technique has been broadly applied in human research including studies of stress effects ([@bib125]; [@bib111]; [@bib165]; [@bib32]; [@bib130]; [@bib25], [@bib26]), which have unveiled neural circuits and regions that are involved in stress response. In parallel to human fMRI research, animal fMRI is highly desirable as it allows discoveries made in pre-clinical studies to inform human studies using the same methodology, and vice versa. Such translational utility is likely needed to facilitate more rapid improvement in the clinic ([@bib175]). In addition, this systems-level approach allows stress effects to be studied on the scale of the whole brain, and provides guidance for further in-depth research focusing on brain regions critical in stress response that were overlooked or underexplored in the past with other well-established preclinical tools.

Despite the great advantages of fMRI in animal studies, historically it was significantly underutilized due to a number of technical challenges (see below for more discussion). However, recent advances in animal functional neuroimaging techniques has led to an expansion of translational fMRI studies in mapping stress effects on the brain. In addition, techniques complementary to the fMRI methods are starting to be used in multi-modal methodology experiments to validate and add to the information gained using functional neuroimaging approaches. As the field continues to expand, these powerful techniques will provide a set of tools and eventually become common place in studies that aim to understand how stress effects the brain.

This review will discuss the use of fMRI in animal studies of stress. It will explain advantages, challenges and technical considerations of animal fMRI methods, review recent literature using fMRI in studying the neurobiology of stress, as well as highlight the development of combining fMRI with other techniques and the future potential of fMRI in animal studies of stress.

2. fMRI methodology {#sec2}
===================

fMRI indirectly measures neural activity using BOLD signal ([@bib80]; [@bib4]; [@bib131], [@bib132]). This signal originates from the generalized increase in cerebral blood flow supplies that over-compensate oxygen consumption need, resulting in a net change in deoxyhemoglobin concentration at activated brain regions ([@bib3]; [@bib96]). Such changes can be reliably detected in T2/T2\*-weighted MRI images due to the paramagnetic nature of deoxyhemoglobin ([@bib131]).

fMRI experimental designs include task-based experiments, used to explore brain region activation in response to specific discrete events or blocks of stimuli, as well as resting state experiments, used to explore how brain regions are functionally connected and how brain network connectivity patterns differ at separate states ([@bib5]; [@bib139]; [@bib22]; [@bib142]; [@bib9]; [@bib65]; [@bib3]). The selection of an experimental design is important in determining the interpretation of results. In regards to functional imaging of stress, both designs have been utilized. Task-based designs were used to functionally map brain regions involved in the perception and processing of stress. These experiments can provide insight into regional functional activity during stress exposure and individual variation in response to stressors. Specific to animal fMRI studies, task-related stimuli can be applied to a particular brain region or neural circuit with cell-type specificity when fMRI is combined with techniques like optogenetics ([@bib83]). Resting state fMRI (rsfMRI) can help further decide neural circuit function related to the stress stimulus ([@bib88]). rsfMRI has particular potential in clinics given its simplicity in experimental design and the consistency afforded due to the absence of task ([@bib48]).

3. Advantages of animal fMRI studies of stress {#sec3}
==============================================

fMRI has become a prominent tool to investigate the effect of stress on the brain. It offers several advantages; i) it is non-invasive; ii) it is highly translatable; iii) it can be utilized with flexible experimental design, making it simple to use in both human and animal studies; and iv) it offers a field of view large enough to image the whole brain while maintaining relatively high spatial resolution, especially compared to other non-invasive measures of brain activity like electroencephalography (EEG). As a result, fMRI can be used to investigate functional networks implicated in the stress response, help discover new regions of interest, is well suited for longitudinal studies crucial to unveiling progressive changes after stress exposure and define endophenotypes of stress-related susceptibility and disorders.

These advantages have made fMRI a powerful tool to study the impact of stress on the brain. A number of fMRI studies have revealed the involvement of amygdala, hippocampus, medial prefrontal cortex and insula in general stress response. In addition, altered activation patterns in these regions were consistently shown during emotional processing in patients with stress-related brain disorders ([@bib146]; [@bib37]; [@bib118]; [@bib145]; [@bib82]; [@bib140]; [@bib169]; [@bib25], [@bib26]; [@bib24]). In this review we will focus on the results of animal fMRI research, and an in-depth review of human fMRI findings can be found elsewhere. However, consistent results from human research are considered to show relevance and translational value of animal fMRI studies ([@bib69]; [@bib12]; [@bib183]).

3.1. Experimental flexibility {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------

Both task-based fMRI and rsfMRI can be used in animal studies. This provides the flexibility of studying any task that can be reasonably employed while the animal is in the scanner or studying the functional connectivity of the brain in animals at rest. Furthermore, techniques like pharmaceutical fMRI (phMRI) can be used to analyze the effects of drug administration on brain function ([@bib147]; [@bib94]; [@bib163]; [@bib138]).

One area that boasts a great potential is the use of animal fMRI in combination with other methodology that can provide complementary information of brain function. The addition of another modality that can be used in conjunction with fMRI provides more flexibility and interpretability of results from experiments. Animal fMRI is being combined with techniques including electrophysiology ([@bib96]; [@bib134]; [@bib167]), calcium signal recording ([@bib33]; [@bib161]; [@bib91]), direct brain stimulation ([@bib83]; [@bib73]; [@bib168]; [@bib2]; [@bib23]; [@bib27]), and designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs (DREADDs) ([@bib59]; [@bib53]). These multi-modal techniques allow researchers to harness the advantages of separate techniques to extract complementary and multi-dimensional information in the same animal. For instance, fMRI has the advantage of full-brain coverage at high spatial resolution, but is dependent on an indirect measurement of neuronal activity at slow temporal resolution compared to neuronal activity. These disadvantages can be compensated for by simultaneously measuring neuronal spiking based on calcium signal recording using fiber photometry ([@bib91]; [@bib161]; [@bib162]). The utilization of multi-modal techniques also allows for the comparison of data acquired through different modalities that can further help understand neural mechanisms and provide cross-validation of experimental results.

3.2. Well suited for longitudinal studies {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------------

Animal fMRI studies are well suited for longitudinal designs that can differentiate brain changes as a consequence of stress exposure from those that result from predisposition. While human studies have highlighted the importance of fMRI techniques to quantitatively assess stress response and identify brain regions/circuits associated with stress disorders, methods are needed that can distinguish preexisting susceptibility markers in brain function from brain function changes that occur as a result of disease development. This distinction will be important for the capacity to help diagnose mental disorder, develop preventative measures and properly inform therapeutic options through the use of fMRI ([@bib106]; [@bib175]). For instance, studies in humans have shown a number of brain regions that exhibit distinct functional differences including the anterior cingulate, prefrontal cortex and amygdala in patients with PTSD compared to healthy controls ([@bib146]; [@bib108]; [@bib37]; [@bib12]; [@bib69]; [@bib82]; [@bib183]). However, given that most human studies provide only a snapshot of the state of brain function, it can be difficult to unequivocally interpret the differences found, as these differences could be a result of changes that occurred during the development of PTSD, differences preexisting in subjects that have a varying level of susceptibility to developing PTSD, or both. For example, differences in the hippocampal volume, cortisol levels and activation of brain regions like the anterior cingulate cortex have been shown in PTSD patients versus healthy controls ([@bib186]; [@bib158]; [@bib13]; [@bib10]; [@bib92]; [@bib173]). However, twin studies have demonstrated that some of these differences may be a predisposition, rather than a consequence of trauma exposure. For instance, smaller hippocampal volume and increased anterior cingulate activity were also present in twin siblings of PTSD patients who were not exposed to traumatic stress (e.g. warzones) ([@bib187]; [@bib52]; [@bib170]).

This issue can be easily addressed in animal studies with a research design that acquires baseline, disease development, and disease progression measures (but would be difficult, if possible, to test in humans). Particularly for the study of stress effects, such a longitudinal design can be critical as it allows for the comparison of data both before and after stress within the same subject. Given the non-invasive nature, fMRI is well suitable for this longitudinal design ([@bib56]).

3.3. Non-invasiveness {#sec3.3}
---------------------

Neuroscientists have developed numerous tools to study the brain and its role in behavior and cognition. Many techniques involve invasive procedures that damage the brain and are therefore not readily translatable to human studies. For instance, many measures of neural activity used in neuroscience studies require a surgical procedure that can be stressful and time consuming ([@bib47]). While neural implants have improved biocompatibility, there are still issues with injuries caused by implantation and foreign body responses that can adversely impact the signal quality of implanted devices ([@bib78]). Therefore, although these invasive methods have led to major advances in understanding brain function, it is important to use non-invasive tools to study the intact brain and make relevant observations of the brain\'s role in behavior that are more easily translated to humans. In addition, non-invasive methods allow for longitudinal design that can test the reproducibility of results and/or trace how the brain changes over time under manipulation.

The ability to acquire a measure of neural activity in an entirely non-invasive manner using fMRI in animal studies opens many experimental options, such as measuring neural activity in animals without creating any tissue damage (e.g. surgery-induced inflammation). Additionally, the non-invasive nature allows fMRI experiments to be repeatedly conducted in the same group of subjects, and it has been shown that over different scanning days there is reasonable test-retest reliability in both human and animal fMRI data ([@bib16]; [@bib178]; [@bib84]; [@bib90]; [@bib89]). Therefore, fMRI can play a prominent role in studies of stress effects on the brain.

3.4. Translatable nature {#sec3.4}
------------------------

Since the method of fMRI is virtually identical in both animal and human studies, the results are directly translatable. This allows for cyclical flow of information between animal and human studies ([@bib135]). Such translational utility can provide insight into understanding the evolutionary development of relevant brain regions and circuits involved in the stress response ([@bib117]).

3.5. Whole-brain field of view {#sec3.5}
------------------------------

Another advantage fMRI offers when compared to other measures of neural function is its large field of view. While neural implants would allow for local recordings of neuronal activity at a specific brain region, fMRI can be used to image the whole brain with sub-mm resolution ([@bib54]; [@bib74]; [@bib190]). This gives the opportunity to study many distinct brain regions simultaneously and study circuit-level brain activity ([@bib67]; [@bib89], [@bib90]). This capacity makes it possible to conduct data-driven analyses in fMRI studies that can highlight brain regions that are outside of the typical focus in the field, while still providing information on the brain regions that are the main focus ([@bib103]; [@bib20]).

With these specific advantages, fMRI has begun to emerge as an important tool in studies that investigate how an organism responds to stress.

3.6. Technical considerations of animal fMRI studies on stress {#sec3.6}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Before we comprehensively review the findings of animal fMRI studies on stress, several technical factors that affect fMRI results in animals should be discussed including spatial resolution, comparative neuroanatomy between animal and human brains and the conscious state of the animal. In fact, even with the evident advantages of fMRI in animal studies discussed above, this technique is still under-utilized in animal research, including in the investigation of stress, due to the difficulty to address these issues.

3.7. Resolution and signal-to-noise ratio {#sec3.7}
-----------------------------------------

The spatial resolution of fMRI is determined by the brain size (more precisely, field of view) divided by the sampling matrix size. Typically, the matrix size of fMRI images is similar between animals and humans (64 × 64 -- 128 × 128). However, the size of the brain is significantly larger in humans (average size: 1200 cm^3^) than that in rats (average size: 1200 mm^3^), and mice (average size: 415 mm^3^) ([@bib128]; [@bib153]). This means that a comparable resolution in a rat requires a 1000-fold smaller voxel size. This difference results in not only considerably smaller signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in animal fMRI data, but also motion artifacts, distortion and physiological noise that differentially impact image quality. While this had been a barrier to expanding fMRI into animal studies in the past, these challenges are successfully addressed with the improvements of imaging techniques. Higher magnetic field strengths, better restraint methods, improved hardware and improved imaging methods have made it possible to acquire high quality images at high resolutions needed for rodent brain imaging ([@bib182]; [@bib36]). For instance, gradient improvements of pre-clinical systems allow for imaging with much larger matrices than a decade ago. In addition, recent progress made by the functional imaging community in humans has made it possible to achieve extremely high resolutions at higher magnetic field strength ([@bib185]; [@bib192]) (for review see ([@bib184])). Furthermore, the use of superparamagnetic iron oxide (e.g. MION) as a contrast agent can further improve the spatial specificity ([@bib191]) and SNR ([@bib23]) of fMRI. At the resolutions available now it is possible to parcellate functionally distinct brain regions in rats with high reproducibility across animals and even across scanners at distinct field strengths ([@bib100]). Even within a subcortical structure like the thalamus, fMRI has revealed distinct functional profiles for separate sub-nuclei that are in agreement with well-known connectivity patterns of thalamocortical networks in rats ([@bib87]).

3.8. Comparative neuroanatomy {#sec3.8}
-----------------------------

Clinical trials often explore mechanisms implicated through studies of animal models and studies in animals often focus on mechanisms translatable to human studies. Objective measures in clinical research of neurological and psychiatric illness that have homologs in animals are increasingly used for the refinement of animal models ([@bib106]; [@bib30]). This is particularly the case in stress studies with the use of behavioral, endocrine and fMRI measures acting to improve translatability as these methods can also be used in clinical trials ([@bib66]). This improved similarity of measures and improved information flow between clinical and pre-clinical work help enhance translatability of studies. However, it is important to acknowledge that the jump from any species to another is not trivial. Even within rodent species careful work must be done to relate fMRI data ([@bib71]). All studies with a translational goal must consider the comparative neuroanatomy of the species involved and the replication of results between the species. Granted even if the region of the brain is clearly defined in both species there can be distinctions in function or structure that may be important to consider when interpreting the translational value of any study\'s results. However, the translational benefit of designing studies of stress in animal models, particularly in rodents, is supported by the extensive knowledge of rodent neuroanatomy, general conservation of the stress response and numerous comparative anatomical studies ([@bib137]; [@bib51]; [@bib166]; [@bib19]; [@bib66]; Milad & Quirk 2002, 2012). Many published fMRI studies have shown general conservation of regions and circuits between rodents and humans ([@bib104]; [@bib57]; [@bib98]). Increasing the use of fMRI in rodent studies will further improve the understanding of translational relevance of rodent models in studying functional networks of the brain ([@bib154]; [@bib123]). For instance, characteristic functional neural networks such as the default-mode network and salience networks were demonstrated in multiple animal species and humans ([@bib49]; [@bib98]; [@bib174]; [@bib180]), and use of these network definitions are commonly applied in the study of stress ([@bib31]; [@bib64]; [@bib176]). Taken together, the translational nature of rodent studies of stress can potentially be driven by extensive fMRI data from human studies that can be compared to fMRI data from animal studies, ultimately adding to our understanding of the comparative functional neuroanatomy between animals, animal models and humans.

3.9. Awake vs anesthetized {#sec3.9}
--------------------------

The expansion of fMRI into a preclinical setting was first seen using anesthetized rodents. In order to acquire meaningful functional neuroimaging data, subjects must remain still during imaging. Even in anesthetized animals motion correction was acknowledged as an important step in data preprocessing during the development of animal fMRI techniques and has been an area of consistent improvement ([@bib61]; [@bib129]; [@bib143]). In the case of rodent studies movement of only 0.5 mm in any direction can create a shift in the brain map of a full voxel. Initial fMRI experiments were performed on anesthetized animals partially due to this issue of motion control. However, brain function is profoundly altered across different levels of consciousness, which suggests that anesthesia is a significant confounding factor when studying the effects of stress on the brain ([@bib1]; [@bib62]; [@bib85], [@bib86]; [@bib101]; [@bib141]).

Anesthetic agents are well documented to affect neural activity and different aspects of physiology including body temperature, respiration rate and vascular function that can all have an impact in altering the neurovascular response that underlies fMRI signal ([@bib46]). Even more complicatedly, the effects of anesthesia on fMRI measures depend on the type and dose of anesthetic agents ([@bib58]; [@bib71]). Recent work has highlighted this complexity by showing unique effects for separate anesthetic protocols on region-specific functional connectivity, the default-mode network configuration and brain topological organization ([@bib133]). Specific regions that are particularly sensitive to different anesthetic protocols include the medial prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, thalamus and hypothalamus, which are all implicated in studies of stress. Experiments in our lab also showed a graded effect of anesthetic-induced unconsciousness on functional connectivity. It was found that information exchange between brain regions was reduced with decrease in consciousness as shown through a global reduction in functional connectivity, increase in entropy and reduction in mutual information ([@bib62]). Furthermore, we showed that the whole-brain network exhibited distinct connectivity patterns at different anesthetized states ([@bib101]), further suggesting that the impact of anesthesia on the brain is a network phenomenon at the whole-brain scale. Similar results have been found in other species ([@bib1]). Due to the results described above, it is difficult to interpret a stress response and correlate brain function measured by fMRI in anesthetized animals with behavioral measures typically assessed in the awake state. This obstacle made it important to extend animal imaging to awake imaging (see review on imaging anesthetized and awake animals ([@bib50])).

Fortunately, procedures that allow the awake imaging of animals to be performed have been developed and utilized in numerous species including rats, mice, rabbits, dogs and monkeys ([@bib8]; [@bib55]; [@bib159]; [@bib29]; [@bib81]; [@bib76]; [@bib7]; [@bib17]; [@bib188]). These procedures often include a training period to acclimate animals to the scanning environment. Acclimation procedures have been utilized by a number of labs and have been shown on multiple occasions to diminish the motion and stress level of animals, measured by stress hormone levels, respiratory rate, heart rate and behavior ([@bib102]; [@bib160]; [@bib35]; [@bib76]; [@bib38]; [@bib88]). These methods make it possible to image fully awake animals and allow for task-based designs to functionally map stress response in the brain, as well as a more accurate determination of resting-state functional networks related to stress processing in animals. Results from initial experiments in this field are reviewed below. Considering the pronounced confounding effects of anesthesia, in this review we only focus on fMRI studies in awake animals. However, it is worth noting that the use of anesthetics in fMRI studies will likely remain an important methodological tool in experimental protocols that prevent the implementation of acclimation procedures, or that utilize the unique effects of anesthetic agents as part of the study design and results interpretations, as suggested by [@bib133].

4. fMRI studies of effects of stress on the brain in awake animals {#sec4}
==================================================================

The brain\'s acute response to stress has been studied in awake rats using task-based fMRI design. Intruder threat was one of the first stimuli utilized in these studies. In a study designed to image neural circuitry of aggressive motivation, male rats were imaged when presented with their female cage mate and a novel male intruder rat. This intruder threat stimulus activated the amygdala, lateral hypothalamus, hippocampus, anterior cingulate cortex, retrosplenial cortex, and the anterior thalamus ([@bib43]). Since an intruder stress is a driver of an aggressive (fight) response, the revealed neural circuitry in this study likely includes the brain\'s response to stress. This notion is supported by the consistent results in a series of follow-up studies, one of which measured the brain activity of dams in response to a male intruder, giving further insight into the emotional response to threat in female rats. Intruder threat activated stress-related regions such as the septum, anterior cingulate cortex, anterior thalamus, basal amygdala, hippocampus, orbital, insular and prelimbic cortices ([@bib126]). In a similar intruder threat paradigm, rats conditioned to the presentation of a sable ferret with a gustatory cue were imaged once during the initial fear conditioning and again 14 days later with only the conditioned cue as a stimulus. Significant activation in the anterior thalamus, hippocampus, amygdala, mamillary bodies, somatosensory, orbital, retrosplenial, and prelimbic cortices was observed in response to this conditioned fear stimulus ([@bib44]).

The results from aforementioned studies have been suggested as a generalized activation of Papez\'s circuit, which includes many of the regions implicated in the response to emotionally relevant and fear invoking stimuli, and the regions in the salience network, which is involved in detecting behaviorally relevant stimuli. These regions have also been shown to be active in humans during acute stress, suggesting a comparative response to stress in rats and humans ([@bib107]; [@bib64]). For example, in a human fMRI study the subject was engaged in an active "escape-pain" task by escaping a two-dimensional maze before being caught by a "virtual predator." During this task, activity of the anterior cingulate and orbital cortices was enhanced during the initial 2 s of threat detection. During the "chase phase", increased activity was respectively shown in the central nucleus/bed nuclei of the stria terminalis and the basolateral amygdala depending on whether a high predator threat was distal or proximal ([@bib121]).

Other studies have looked at the effect of altering stress hormone levels on modulating brain function. Imaging was performed on awake adrenalectomized rats with intravenous delivery of corticosterone (CORT) at two dosages to mimic serum levels present after moderate and severe stress, respectively. High dose administration of CORT led to a significantly larger increase in BOLD signal from regions localized to the hippocampus and cortex. After a minute of CORT administration, the BOLD signal of the prefrontal cortex, cingulate cortex, motor cortex, CA1 and ventral thalamus was significantly higher in the high dose group. This effect expanded after 5 min of CORT injection with the high dose group showing greater BOLD signal in cortical regions, the hippocampus, dorsal striatum and lateral hypothalamus ([@bib40]). These results are supported by structural changes seen in previous studies of stress effects on the brain, ranging from dendritic remodeling in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex, decreases in cingulate volume, to studies where lesion of anterior thalamic nuclei produced decreased anxiety in rats ([@bib112]; [@bib115]; [@bib34]).

Functional imaging of awake rodents has expanded in recent years, resulting in the use of more in-depth experimental manipulations and testing the role these manipulations play in altering brain function. [@bib14] performed fear conditioning outside of the scanning environment. In one group of rats, paired neutral cue and noxious stimulus were presented, whereas in the other group, the neutral cue and noxious stimulus were unpaired. The response of both groups of rats to the neutral cue was subsequently tested inside the scanner. Comparison of the two groups showed greater BOLD response in the lateral amygdala, hypothalamus, granular insular cortex and somatosensory cortex in the paired group ([@bib14]). These results were also supported with fMRI of fear conditioned mice, which showed significantly increased BOLD response of the left amygdala and a trend toward significantly increased BOLD response of the hypothalamus and granular insular, similar to what was shown in rats ([@bib63]).

These fMRI studies have provided results that are in general consistent with previous work involving the study of stress, stress hormones and fear conditioning, which show that different forms of stress elicit activation of a set of brain regions typically including the amygdala, hippocampus, hypothalamus, agranular insular and medial prefrontal cortex ([@bib110]; [@bib115]; [@bib117]; [@bib124]; [@bib156]). This consistency has offered confidence for further expanding the application of awake animal fMRI methods to studying stress effects and stress-related disorders.

5. fMRI studies of animal models of stress-related brain disorders {#sec5}
==================================================================

The importance of animal models of brain disorders in neuroscience is beyond doubt ([@bib93]; [@bib28] [@bib122]; [@bib127]). Often times animal models act to provide a basic scientific understanding of changes that occur in disease using methods that are not plausible for use in human studies and are the first step in testing treatment options. In the case of brain disorders, the development and validation of animal models still play a critical role, given the lack of foundational knowledge of mechanisms of most brain disorders. Therefore, studies of animal models that utilize translatable measures like fMRI are particularly valuable, since these modalities allow for similar experimental designs to be taken in both preclinical and clinical settings. The studies reviewed show clear benefit of conducting research using highly translational methods that is particularly relevant for advancing our understanding of stress-related brain disorders.

In a study similar to the ferret exposure experiment described earlier, two different genetic strains, Flinders sensitive line (FSL), a genetic animal model of depression, and Flinders resistant strain (FRS) of rats were exposed to a stressful event while being scanned. Rats were functionally imaged during the presentation of either a neutral scent or trimethylthiazoline (TMT), a synthetic compound isolated from fox feces that elicits innate fear response in rodents. While there were no significant differences between the two strains in a selection of brain regions associated with fear in response to the neutral scent, response to TMT elicited significantly stronger BOLD signal in FSL rats in the cortical nucleus of the amygdala and insular cortex compared to the FRL rats. FSL rats also showed significantly weaker BOLD signal in response to TMT in the prefrontal cortex compared to the FRL rats. These results show the potential for fMRI to elucidate the differences in the neural substrate of different genetic animal models in relation to the stress response ([@bib68]).

In our lab fMRI of awake rodents has been used to reveal the impact of single exposure of traumatic stress on resting-state functional connectivity of the brain over an extended time frame. We showed that there were impacts on neuroplasticity in rats that were exposed to a single exposure to predator odor scent in an inescapable environment compared to non-exposed rats ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, rsfMRI data measured 7 days post exposure showed that the functional connectivity between the amygdala and the infralimbic (IL) subdivision of medial prefrontal cortex was significantly diminished in the stressed group ([@bib88]). These results provide support for the face validity and construct validity of using predator scent stress as a model of PTSD, given that past work has shown the importance of the infralimbic cortex connectivity with the amygdala in the formation of extinction memories and the inhibition of fear ([@bib116]; [@bib172]). Therefore, our work has demonstrated the potential of awake animal rsfMRI to identify neural circuit plasticity in animal models. Ongoing studies in our lab have begun to employ fMRI in longitudinal studies of disease models, a necessary step in the exploration of disease progression that fMRI is particularly well suited for ([@bib48]).Fig. 1**Long-lasting changes in functional connectivity between the medical prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and amygdala (AMYG) in rats exposed a single-episode predator odor in an inescapable environment.** rsfMRI measurement was conducted 7 days post exposure. The resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC) strength in the mPFC-AMYG circuit was significantly lower in predator odor rats relative to controls (p \< 0.05, n = 8 for each group). In a control circuit, trauma exposure did not induce any changes in the connectivity of the visual system measured by RSFC between the left and right primary visual cortices (p = 0.82, two sample *t*-test). Bars are SEM. AMYG, amygdala; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; CPU, caudate Putamen; NAc, nucleus accumbens; OFC, orbital cortex; VIS_L, left visual cortex; VIS_R, right visual cortex. Adapted from ([@bib88]).Fig. 1

Notably, although fMRI has been shown to be a valuable tool to understand stress-related disorders, there are certain caveats that have to be considered when one interprets the fMRI results in disease models. For instance, since the BOLD signal relies on blood flow change to reflect neuronal activity, any alteration in the vascular system and/or neurovascular coupling due to the modeled disorder can lead to misinterpretation of fMRI results in relation to the underlying neuronal activity. In that situation, understanding of disorder-induced changes in vascular response and neurovascular coupling relationship becomes crucial for fMRI studies of the disease.

6. Factors essential for the success of awake animal fMRI experiments {#sec6}
=====================================================================

Even though the concept of awake animal imaging has been in use for years, its implementation and applications remain relatively limited. This is attributed to a number of technical factors that are essential for the success of conducting fMRI experiments in awake animals. These technical aspects of imaging are under continuous development for further improvement of imaging data quality.

6.1. Restrainer {#sec6.1}
---------------

In order to perform fMRI in small animals, a device is needed to hold the animal\'s head in place to avoid large motion artifacts ([@bib143]). A properly-designed device to restrain the animal is important to improve data quality even when imaging anesthetized animals. The setup that has been used in fMRI studies in rodents is relatively straight forward. It often involves some form of body restraint to hold the animal, a stereotaxic-like device that consists of a bite bar and ear bars to hold the animal\'s head in place, and a form of ventilation or intravenous cannulation for the continuous administration of pharmacological agents ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib136]; [@bib70]; [@bib75]). These devices can be custom made by the laboratory that performs imaging.Fig. 2The MRI compatible stereotactic frame that incorporated a bite bar (A), ear bars (B), a slot for mounting a radiofrequency (RF) surface coil (C), and a peg (E) to secure the frame against the MRI table. (D) is used to stabilize the animals head and the animal\'s tail resting on F. Adapted from ([@bib119]).Fig. 2

These devices were effective in reducing motion artifacts in the assessment of BOLD signal ([@bib81]; [@bib119]). Given the stressful restraint environment during imaging, consideration of stress levels during imaging is necessary. This consideration leads to the development of acclimation procedures to reduce the stress level of animals during imaging.

6.2. Acclimation {#sec6.2}
----------------

Acclimation is a crucial procedure when performing fMRI in awake animals, particularly for research into stress. Given that neuroimaging can be a stressful event itself, it is important for researchers to minimize imaging-related stress when trying to study the effects of stress on the brain. This is accomplished by acclimating the animals to the scanning environment over a period of days. The procedure for rats involves repeated exposure to a mock imaging environment for 5--7 days. This habituation starts off with a short habituation on day one and increases in length each day, with the last few days lasting the approximate length of an imaging session. On each day of acclimation, the rats are briefly anesthetized and placed into a head restraint and mock coil setup. A topical analgesic (e.g. lidocaine cream) is applied to the rat\'s head at points of contact with the restraint device to ensure that pressure points do not cause discomfort. This restraint setup is identical to the restrainer used on imaging days, with the mock coil being replaced by a real MR coil. Once restrained the rats are placed in a mock scanner environment that consists of a small enclosed dark space with playback of scanner noise. This procedure is done prior to any experimental procedure to ensure that any changes found in the imaging results are not influenced by the acclimation to the imaging environment. This acclimation procedure and variations of this procedure have been used by a number of labs for imaging of awake rodents and has been shown in multiple experiments to decrease physiological markers of stress during imaging ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib76]; [@bib45]; [@bib41], [@bib42]; [@bib189]; [@bib84]; [@bib85], [@bib86]; [@bib89], [@bib90]). This procedure is adequate to reduce the head motion levels of rats for acquisition of imaging data. Some labs have also utilized surgical procedures to implant a head fixation device onto the skull of the rat to allow for direct fixation of the rat\'s head to the imaging cradle ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib17]; [@bib38]).Fig. 3Acclimation setup and physiological outcomes (A) Animal is briefly anesthetized to allow for setup into an imaging restraint device. (B) Animal is placed into head restraint. (C) Animal\'s teeth are adjusted around the restraint bite bar. (D) Head restraint is slid into and fastened to a mock coil or real coil. (E) Nose bar is lowered. (F) Hindpaws and forepaws are respectively taped together. (G) Animal is placed into a body tube, the head restraint is fastened in place. (H) Animal is allowed to recover from anesthesia and imaging is performed. (I) The respiratory rate (mean and S.E.M.) as measured on days 1, 3, 5, and 8 of acclimation to the imaging environment. Normal range for respiratory rate ranges from 66 to 114 beats/min. There was a significant decrease in respiratory rate from the third day of acclimation (p \< 0.05) as compared to day 1. (J) The heart rate (mean and S.E.M.) as measured on days 1, 3, 5, and 8 of acclimation to the imaging environment. The normal range for heart rate ranges from 330 to 480 beats/min. There was a significant decrease in heart rate by day 5 of acclimation (p \< 0.01) as compared to day 1. (K) Plasma corticosterone levels (μg/dl) measured on days 1, 3, 5, and 8 of acclimation (presented are the mean and S.E.M). There was a significant decrease in plasma levels of corticosterone for days 5 and 8 of acclimation as compared to day 1 (p \< 0.05). Adapted from ([@bib76]).Fig. 3Fig. 4Surgical supplemented minimal restraint method. Experimental apparatus. A: photograph of a rat implemented with a nut to allow affixing fastener and head plate to the head. B: a rat in a custom-made snuggle sack with openings that provide access to head nut, hindpaw, and tail. C: head plate with rectangular groove at bottom surface to fix to the head nut and circular groove upon the upper surface for mounting surface coil. D: photograph of a rat with air-puff injector positioned adjacent to its paw. The puff of air comes out of the injector via a small outlet and can be used to induce a response to alerting stimuli during scanning. E: illustration of assembled apparatus with the key components. Adapted from ([@bib17]).Fig. 4Fig. 5Head fixation and habituation in optogenetic fMRI (opto-fMRI) in awake rats. (A) MRI simulation environment for rodent habituation to the scanning procedure. (B) Example of respiratory rate monitoring \[bpm, breaths per minute; n = 1 rat; eight sequential scans, four anesthetized (1--2% isoflurane) and four awake (0% isoflurane)\]. (C) Effect of habituation on head motion during scanning, as a function of anesthesia depth (n = 2 rats). Head motion score is the root mean square of head translation in three dimensions over the course of a scan. (D) Example head motion plots (head translation in three dimensions, calculated as shifts in the center of mass of all voxels in the image over the course of a single scan) for an unhabituated (top) and a habituated (bottom) subject. The unhabituated scan was aborted early. Adapted from ([@bib38]).Fig. 5

6.3. Imaging-related stress {#sec6.3}
---------------------------

Although acclimation procedures developed have shown to reduce stress during imaging, it would not be appropriate to consider imaging stress free even after the process of acclimation. For this reason undesired behavioral effects resulting from acclimation and imaging are still possible ([@bib97]; [@bib45]). Therefore, the impact of acclimation and imaging-related stress (e.g. repeated handling) on the response to other experimental manipulations and/or imaging results must be considered for each individual experiment. Typically, such potential confounding effects can be ruled out through designs of proper controls. For example, work from our lab on predator odor stress has shown that acclimation stress did not mask the effect of subsequent exposure to a predator odor stressor, and these two processes have a separable impact on rat behavior, shown by negligible interaction between the effect of the two stressors on the measure of elevated plus maze ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib88]). This suggests that any residual effects from acclimation and imaging can be subtracted out in control animals that were subject to the same acclimation and imaging procedures, but were not exposed to predator odor. This study indicates that running studies that involve imaging of animals, as with any experimental method, requires proper experimental design that considers the effect of the method itself over the timeline of the experiment. As mentioned above, this would involve analyzing the effect of acclimation and imaging on experimental measurements to rule out effects that can possibly influence the analysis of results. Ideally measurements used will have separable effects from acclimation and imaging, as shown in our study, but this must be assessed on an individual experiment basis within each laboratory.Fig. 6Relative behavioral effect induced by a single trauma exposure and acclimation. In all 32 rats, 16 rats underwent the acclimation and imaging procedures (among them 8 rats were exposed to predator odor and the other 8 rats were exposed to air). The other 16 rats were not acclimated or imaged (8 were exposed to predator odor and the other 8 were exposed to air). The EPM score (open/(open + closed) arm) was separately assessed for all four subgroups. Two-way ANOVA with the factors of acclimation and trauma exposure was applied to the four groups. Our results (p_acclimation = 0.34, p_trauma exposure \<0.05 and p_interaction = 0.85) confirmed a much smaller effect of acclimation than trauma exposure. They also showed a minimal interaction between the trauma-induced stress and acclimation/imaging-related stress. Adapted from ([@bib88]).Fig. 6

6.4. Data processing {#sec6.4}
--------------------

fMRI signal in general has a relatively low SNR. Therefore, data processing is an essential component for cleaning up noise and extracting useful information from raw data. The pipeline commonly used to process animal fMRI data is very similar to that used in human studies. Specifically, brain images of each animal are first registered to a reference template space so that results from different scans and animals can be overlaid, which provides more statistical power for group-level analysis. The template can also provide the anatomical information of any brain voxel based on its coordinates. Motion correction is important for diminishing motion artifact that can occur during the acquisition of imaging data. This is often preceded by brain extraction so that muscle tissue or noise outside of the brain does not affect the performance of motion correction algorithms. Nuisance signals, including signal from the white matter and ventricles, as well as motion parameters are usually regressed out to further remove non-neural-related physiological noise.

Spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel is then performed to help increase the SNR. There is often another step of temporal filtering that would be used depending on the study design. In the case of rsfMRI studies, a 0.01 Hz--0.1 Hz band-pass filter is used to separate out the rsfMRI signal from other noise sources. In task-based designs, fMRI time courses can be filtered with a high-pass filter to detrend the drift of BOLD signal. These pre-processing steps maximize the contrast-to-noise ratio of fMRI data, which are optimized for different post-processing strategies and statistical tests that may involve general linear model, independent component analysis, seed-based correlational analysis and graph theoretical analysis.

Based on the paradigm designed, the most commonly used method for analyzing task-based fMRI data is general linear models. On the other hand, rsfMRI data analysis can use hypothesis-driven seed-based correlational analysis or data-driven methods like principal component analysis (PCA), ICA and clustering methods ([@bib171]). These methods have been used to define a number of functional networks in the brain such as the default mode network, salience network and executive control network in both humans and animals ([@bib49]; [@bib60]; [@bib98]; [@bib164]; [@bib174]). Furthermore, graph theoretical analysis has also been widely used to study the topological organization of human and animal brain networks on different scales ([@bib15]; [@bib179]; [@bib84]; [@bib100]). A comprehensive review on technical considerations of data acquisition and data processing can be referred to more detailed resources ([@bib171]).

7. Future directions {#sec7}
====================

Given its technical advantages, appropriately designed fMRI studies have a large potential to help understand the neurobiology of stress. Although fMRI has been increasingly applied recently, several important areas are still significantly underexplored.

7.1. Longitudinal studies {#sec7.1}
-------------------------

The non-invasive nature of fMRI allows for longitudinal studies that aren\'t reliant on endpoint measure. This nature makes them ideal for translationally relevant research projects and can provide insight into how the brain changes over time from hours to months in well controlled animal studies. This is important in studying the individual variability in brain structure and function given the importance of individual difference in neurological and psychological pathologies. Longitudinal measures can allow for the separation of innate susceptibility markers from markers of disease, which has important implications in deciding on therapeutic options. This potential of fMRI in animal studies to non-invasively determine changes that occur over time and across subjects will become a valuable tool in advancing our understanding of mental disorders ([@bib72]).

7.2. Multimodal methods {#sec7.2}
-----------------------

There has been tremendous effort aiming to combine fMRI with other non-invasive techniques in human studies including diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), high density EEG and magnetoencephalography (MEG). These multi-modal methods provide complementary information that can help better understand stress-related disorders in humans.

In animal studies, work in our lab has used simultaneous application of optogenetics and fMRI to further analyze cognitive networks that are otherwise not easily studied in rodents in the scanner ([@bib89]). This work showed complex connectivity patterns through robust, distributed BOLD signal increases in response to optogenetic stimulation of the infralimbic cortex, which opens up options for opto-fMRI manipulations in awake rats. Similar work that combines different methodologies is important in further understanding how BOLD response relates to neuronal activity, but is also a means to develop fMRI\'s ability to drive understanding of specific mechanisms mediating behavior in response to stress ([@bib109]; [@bib38]). An exemplar opto-fMRI paper by [@bib38] sets a precedent for developing opto-fMRI experiments that can be used to focus on the interaction of particular neural circuits of interest and their behavioral outcomes (in this case reward behavior) ([@bib38]). In addition, quick advancement of simultaneous fMRI-calcium signal recordings ([@bib91]; [@bib157]; [@bib162]) allows for multi-modal signals that reflects separate aspects of neural activity across different spatiotemporal scales to be concurrently collected. Furthermore, gadolinium probes has been increasingly used for molecular functional imaging. Taken together, multi-modal neuroimaging methods that can bridge wide spatiotemporal scales have become a more and more popular way to study the neurobiology of stress.

7.3. Animal fMRI for pre-clinical pharmaceutical studies {#sec7.3}
--------------------------------------------------------

Given the comparable objective measure of neural activity provided by animal and human fMRI, animal fMRI studies have become important for the exploration of therapeutic options. This will likely become more and more common as fMRI in animal studies becomes commonplace ([@bib150]; [@bib21]; [@bib138]).

8. Conclusion {#sec8}
=============

It is important to note that the studies discussed have validated the awake animal fMRI technique for use in the stress field. These studies have shown an overall convergence of the emerging functional neuroimaging studies in awake animals with human neuroimaging studies and traditional animal studies of stress with other neuroscience methods. The potential of future animal studies utilizing functional neuroimaging techniques has been exemplified and will grow with the expansion of multi-modality studies.

The further expansion of animal studies that utilize fMRI is important in realizing this potential. Animal studies can be used to produce finely controlled experiments that are difficult to achieve in human longitudinal studies, reduce the time needed to acquire meaningful results and allow for more complex neuroscience methods to be used. The methods used in animal models have the potential to provide more specific insight into functional mechanisms of how brain activity can influence behavior and disease development. Importantly, fMRI plays a role in not only providing functional information about brain activity, but also in making these findings translationally relevant and testable in humans. It is foreseeable that the continued increase in fMRI and multi-modal animal studies, with their flexibility, low cost and short time frame, will lead to an improvement in our understanding of the neurobiology of stress and the translatability of findings between animal and human studies.
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